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Licence Fees for Fixed Point-to-Point Radio Systems (DGSO-001-18) 

 
Note: 
• The comments are primarily concerned with higher frequency bands and are provided mostly 

from a broadband wireless operator's perspective. 
• All comments are individual opinion and do not represent any specific operator or 

organization.  
• Comments are provided by: Masroor Ahmed Rehan, masroor@gmail.com, +1 604 600 0111 
 
 
Comments (Q1: ISED invites comments on the proposed consumption-based fee model for the 
radio licence fees under consideration) 
 
The proposed fee and regulatory structure for >60 GHz frequency band is inefficient, expensive 
and will prove counterproductive for widespread adoption of higher frequency bands by Wireless 
Operators for their backhaul needs.  
 
Microwave links in >60GHz will have much shorter distances (in the order of few hundred 
meters) and less radiated power compared to the conventional frequency bands (10-23GHz). 
This fact implies that operators will have to deploy more links for their backhaul needs. With 
newer radio access technologies (e.g. for 5G) on the horizon, cell coverage areas are shrinking 
and operators will have to deploy significantly more links to connect the greater number of sites. 
For example the operators which are still heavily reliant on Microwave transport, are using 1.3 
links for every Site (computed by dividing the total number of links by total number of sites). 
With new small cells and 5G deployments using >60GHz Microwave transport, this number may 
increase to be as high as 2-2.5 times the number of Sites.  
 
With $ per MHz proposed charging and operators deploying more links with wide channels, the 
entire industry will end up paying a lot more for using point-to-point Microwave, when 
compared to fibre, which is the appropriate comparison in changing technological landscape (not 
conventional Microwave that is considered the basis of comparison in draft consultation). The 
financial consideration is expected to create barriers in adoption of >60GHz frequency band. 
Considering the complexity of extending fibre to every site and the delays which are inherent in 
fibre deployment, >60GHz frequency band could be a great enabler for operators to speedily 
deploy new services. With this charging mechanism unfortunately the technology will not be 
seen as a useful alternative to fibre. This contradicts the radio license fee guiding principle of 
encouraging innovation (Section 7 of Consultation on Licence Fees for Fixed Point-to-Point 
Radio Systems). 
 
From the charging examples it is inferred that operators will have to seek ISED approval for each 
link they plan. For >60GHz frequency bands, since more links will be deployed, per channel 
approval will put administrative burden on regulators and operators alike. Links in >60GHz 
bands have short distance and low power, they are less likely to cause interference and can be 
deployed in close proximity. Instead of charging every channel and asking the operators to apply 
and coordinate for each frequency, it would be more appropriate that a chunk of spectrum (base 
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spectrum) should be assigned to operators (potentially for 38GHz as well) on a case to case 
basis. This could also be based on a geographic area. The minimum base spectrum should be 
free. It will encourage the operator to speedily plan links without having to apply for every link 
hence minimizing unnecessary administrative work. It will also encourage optimized usage of 
spectrum as operators will be forced to reuse their assigned spectrum since anything additional 
will cost them.   
 
> 19.7 and ≤ 60 GHz is a very wide range with one base rate (Table 1: Proposed fee schedule of 
frequency ranges and base rates). This portion of spectrum must be divided into smaller chunks 
(e.g. 21.2-22.8GHz) with different base rate. 38GHz and beyond must be considered for same 
(final) fee structure & regulation as of >60GHz. 
 
Comments (General): 
 
It is not clear as to why ISED has proposed charging for 2 frequencies of a single channel. For all 
planning, coordination, planning tool radio models etc. and in technical communication, a 
channel is always considered full duplex. Though the proposed consultation is based on per MHz 
basis of spectrum and tries to optimize frequency spectrum usage but considering a paired 
channel as 2 separate channels serves no practical purpose except just to be a multiplier for fee 
calculation.  
 
The argument for reduction in license fee is based on comparison of licensing cost for existing 
fee model (9. Impact of proposed fee model). Since primarily the higher frequency bands will be 
deployed for high capacity small cells and 5G backhaul, any intended cost benefit needs to be 
weighed against fibre, if it has be compared at all. Comparing it with current Microwave fee 
model does not provide the true picture of the impact, considering that any high capacity link 
would probably be installed as replacement to fibre. Predicting future impact of proposed fee 
model based on a comparison with current Microwave fee structure is not the right comparison 
and provide a false benchmark for perceiving future cost benefit.  
 
 
 


